


WELCOME
Born in Sweden develops beautiful design products for every 
home. All our items are uniquely designed for us, which 
means we control the whole production chain, from the draw-
ing table all the way to the store. Together with our designers
we produce items we love and want to have in our home for a 
long time.

We are careful to use long lasting materials, and try to use 
recycled raw material when possible. The Scandinavian 
lifestyle is intimately connected to nature, which is one of the 
reasons the environment is so important to us.

Born in Sweden´s goal is to produce long-lasting design items 
in a Scandinavian style, which makes it possible for everyone 
to bring a little bit of Sweden to their homes.
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FROM WASTE TO DESIGN

Stumpastaken is made of 100 % recycled aluminum.
All kinds of aluminum waste are melted and cast into ingots. 
Which are once again melted down and poured into the 
Stumpastaken mold. After cooling down in water and reciev-
ing the final finish, we have a unique Stumpastake. Each 
piece cared for by hand, makes every Stumpastake slightly 
different.
We are proud to present a design piece that is made in 
Sweden. Hopefully it will lighten up your home for a long 
time to come.

STUMPASTAKEN

Stumpastaken celebrates its 25th birthday in 2016 and we 
think it is the perfect opportunity to launch some new prod-
ucts into the Stumpastaken range. 

First of all we introduce”Stumpastaken long”, a version of 
Stumpastaken which is perfect to place on a window ledge.
We also have some new accessories to the different models 
of Stumpastaken:
“Concrete bowl” for Stumpastaken and Stumpastaken long.
“Cork bowl” in recycled cork for Stumpastaken small.
“Grids” for warm keeping for Stumpastaken original and small
... and of course the beautiful individual stand for 
Stumpastaken.
Check out the following pages for more info!

Design Jonas Torstensson
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STUMPASTAKEN
Design: Jonas Torstensson
Item nr: 7340160

STUMPASTAKEN SMALL
Design: Jonas Torstensson
Item nr: 7340170

STUMPASTAKEN LONG
Design: Jonas Torstensson
Item nr: 7340175

GRID FOR WARMKEEPING
Design: Jonas Torstensson
Raw finish for Stumpastaken item nr: 
Raw finish for Stumpastaken small item nr: 
Also available in powdercoated black and silver

CORK BOWL
Design: Jonas Torstensson
Natural cork item nr: 
Black cork item nr:   

CONCRETE BOWL
Design: Jonas Torstensson
Bowl for Stumpastaken item nr:       
Bowl for Stumpastaken long item nr: 

STAND FOR STUMPASTAKEN
Design: Jonas Torstensson
Item nr:
Raw: 
Powdercoated black: 
Powdercoated silver: 

7340165
7340176

7340171
7340172

7340166
7340173 7340162

7340164
7340163
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 BIRDFEEDERS
When the winters are cold and there is no 
food outside to be found, we like to feed 
the birds. With our birdfeeder you can watch 
them at close range, you simply attatch it to 
your window. 

For a more complete gift, we also have the 
birdfeeder kit, which besides the birdfeeder 
includes a stand-by tree for birds waiting their 
turn to the seeds and a filler for the food.
Another option to feed the birds is the 
fatballhanger with room for many birds at the 
same time.

The most recent product for our bird friends
is the bird bath made in stainless steel and
beech wood. A beautiful piece for the garden
as well as a stylish hang out for the birds.

BIRDFEEDER
Design: Pascal Charmolu
Item nr: 7340030

FATBALL HANGER
Design: Edmire
Item nr: 7340132

BIRDFEEDER 3-PACK (Incl. Birdfeeder, stand-by and filler)
Design: Pascal Charmolu
Item nr: 7340119

BIRDBATH
Design: Edmire
Item nr:
Steel: 
Gold:
Copper:

7340275
7340276
7340277
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PUZZLE CANDLEHOLDER NIGHTLIGHT
Design: David Olschewski

Puzzle candleholder is available 
in three sizes and five colors. 
They make a beautiful arrange-
ment on any table, combine 
them as you like to your own 
personal chandelier. An optional 
rubber ring to stop the dripping 
wax follows every piece.
Heights: S:14 cm M: 20 cm
L: 26 cm

Black powder coated item nr:
S: 7340148  M: 7340149  
L: 7340150           

White powder coated item nr:
S:7340145 M: 7340146 
L: 7340147

Stainless steel item nr:
S: 7340151 M: 7340152
L: 7340153

Copperplated st. steel item nr:
S: 7340157 M: 7340158 
L: 7340159

Goldplated st. steel item nr:
S: 7340154 M: 7340155
L: 7340156

Design: Edmire

Nightlight is inspired of the old times before electricity. In those days you would have 
to bring a candle to the bedroom and place it on the bedside table. Even if that is not 
necessary now, candle light still has the same calming effect.
Nightlight is beautiful anywhere you put it, simple but stylish.

Item nr:
Steel: 
Gold: 
Copper: 

7340135
7340136
7340137
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BBQ TOOLS
Design: Pascal Charmolu

FLYSWATTER
Design: Pascal Charmolu

With these BBQ tools, you will be the coolest chef around, being a musqueteer by the grill.
The silicone handle protects your hand from heat and stains. The tools are made of stainless 
steel and silicone and are dishwasher safe. You can get them either piece by piece or as a set 
of three.
Item nr:
Fork: 7340111  Tong: 7340113  Spatula: 7340112  Set: 7340111-1

Summer comes with green grass, blossoming flowers and...flies. Then it is good to have a fly 
swatter close at hand. This one is a fly wing look-a-like, that works just like a traditional one, 
but when not in use, it stands like a sculpture, ready to smack.
Item nr:
Black: 7340105  Green: 7340107  Red: 7340106  White: 7340104
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SPHERE VASE
Design: Pascal Charmolu

Sphere Vases have a really smart stainless steel ball that makes it easy to make a nice 
arrangement, even if you only have a few flowers. The glass is mouthblown and each piece 
cared for by hand. The vases are available in three sizes and the ball comes in steel, gold or 
copper color.

Small H: 13 cm Diam: 10 cm 
Item nr:
Steel: 
Gold: 
Copper: 

Medium H:22 cm Diam:14 cm 
Item nr:
Steel: 
Gold: 
Copper: 

Large H: 19 cm Diam: 18 cm   
Item nr:
Steel: 
Gold: 
Copper: 

WATERING CAN
Design: Pascal Charmolu 

Our watering can is more than merely an item to keep your plants happy, it is a product that 
makes you smile every time you use it. The rubber hose sticks to the stainless steel can with 
a magnet, and the watering can is so cool you don´t ever have to hide it in a cupboard.
Contains 1,5 liters.

Item nr:
Green:
Red: 
Black: 
Brushed: 
Polished: 
White: 

7340180
7340181
7340182

7340058
7340062
7340141

7340183
7340184
7340185

7340067
7340036
7340063
7340033
7340034
7340035
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HOOKS
Design: Edmire

Play hooks are made of ash wood, painted or natural. They have a wonderful feel to them, since the 
surface is slightly concave and with a smart construction, they stick firmly to the wall. Place them on a 
line or in a playful group. You can either get them single or in a three pack. 
Sizes: S: 6 cm diam, M: 9 cm diam L: 11 cm diam. For item nr see pricelist.

TRIVET
Design: Edmire

These trivets are the work
of true craftsmanship, 
with their slanting edges 
perfectly joined. Use them 
one by one, or together as 
you please.
Item nr:
Ash/ walnut: 
Beech: 
Ash: 
Size: 22,5 cm diam

7340125
7340123
7340124
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SWEDEN FROM ABOVE
Design: Objecthood

Kitchen towels 100 % cotton 50 x 70 cm Item nr:
City: 7340191   Countryside: 7340193  Archipelago: 7340192  Forest grey: 7340210  Archipelago grey: 7340212  Forest: 7340190  City grey: 7340211   

Sweden from above is a celebration to our lovely country in four graphic patterns.
The collection contains kitchen towels, cushion covers, double sided place mats, and trays.

Tray 46 cm diam
Item nr: 7340204

Tray 32 x 32 cm
Item nr: 7340201

Tray 31 cm diam
Item nr: 7340203

Tray 15 x 32 cm
Item nr:7340202

Double sided place mat 35 x 45 cm
Item nr: 7340194

Double sided place mat 35 x 45 cm
Item nr: 7340195

Cushion covers 50 x 50 cm item nr:
Forest:                          Archipelago:
Countryside:                   City:

7340196
7340199

7340198
7340197 19



CUTLERY & SALAD SET
Design: Pascal Charmolu

With Born in Sweden´s cutlery it´s a real
joy setting the table. By their contempo-
rary look they enhance any dinner table.
The smooth shape lies nicely in the hand
and the salad set is a given conversation 
piece. 
Combine with upside down tealight 
holder for the perfect result.

Item nr:
Cutlery 16 pcs: 
Sallad set 2 pcs: 

TEALIGHT HOLDER
Design: Pascal Charmolu

Upside down tealight holder is a beautiful accessory for the table. You can use it in three 
different ways and by combining a few of them you will have an interesting arrangement in 
three levels. Made in polished or brushed stainless steel.
Item nr: 
Brushed:
Polished:

7340108
7340109

7340082
7340081
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KEY CABINET
Design: Pascal Charmolu

We call this key cabinet “Doors” for obvious reasons. We also like the idea of one door 
leading to a number of other doors... The key cabinet is perfect to combine with our 
coatrack, for a nice looking hallway.
Item nr:
Green: 7340098  Black: 7340096  Red: 7340097

COAT RACK
Design: Pascal Charmolu

The hangers of this Coat rack has 
the shape of rolled up paper. It 
brings a colorful touch to any wall, 
and is  due to its shape strong 
enough to keep many pieces of 
clothing in place.
Item nr:
Green:
Black:
Red:
White:

7340090
7340088
7340089
7340087
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BOOT JACK
Design: Pascal Charmolu

Trees gave the inspiration to the shape of this Boot Jack. It looks good on the floor, but also 
very nice on the wall. Along with each Boot Jack follows a hook so you can hang it in your 
hallway for that extra welcoming feeling. 
It has a two-in-one function, since you can also use it as a shoehorn.

Item nr:
Green:
Black:

DOOR KNOCKER
Design: Pascal Charmolu

At Born in Sweden, we like to have guests over. We believe life is best enjoyed with 
friends and family. The anticipation when someone knocks on the door is a feeling we 
would like to encourage. Our door knockers are available in two variations, brushed or 
polished stainless steel with a rubber ball. We hope you will have many guests.
Item nr: 
Brushed:
Polished:

7340086
7340084

7340031
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RUGS
Design: Veronica Vejsholt

Our rugs are made of finest New Zealand wool on a linen warp. They are thick enough to lie 
steady on the floor and gives a soft and warm feeling.
The rugs are available in sizes: 75 x 160 cm, 75 x 250 cm, 170 x 230 cm, 200 x 300 cm
For item nr see pricelist.

CHRISTMAS TREE HOLDER
Our Christmas Tree Holder is due to its 
shape a very steady piece that is capa-
ble of holding even a really big tree.
It is made of recycled aluminum and 
polished or powder coated. 

Item nr:
Polished:
Shiny white:
Shiny black:
Matte black:  

Design: Pascal Charmolu

7340039
7340402
7340037
7340401
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BORN IN SWEDEN AB
Segloravägen 19
504 64 Borås 
info@borninsweden.se
www.borninsweden.se


